PERSPECTIVE
The first papers 011 activity nets (ullder tile names of tile Cf'M and PERT) appeared in 1959. Therefore, it is interesting to note that the first review by Bigelow [10] appeared in 1962, a mere three years later! It covered the years 1959-1961, and classified contributions according to: basic principles, industrial applications, and military applications of the PERT methodology. In 1966 Lerda-Olberg [47] provided a review covering the years 196: in which contributions were classified according to: gelleraL theory. programming, and applications. The next landmark review is due to Adlakh a & Kulkarni [1] which appeared in late 1989 and covers, ill the main, the years (wi th few exceptions from prior years). It concentrates on stochastic PERT netwo-rks and is 'methodology oriented', discussing, in sequence: pre-estimation analysis, error/bias due to assumptions, exact analysis, and Monte Carlo Sampling approaches. 1 Mention Sl101..11c1 also be made of the books on activity nets, since they constitute important landmark summaries of the state-of-the-art at the time of their wri ting (which is typically SOl11e 12 to 18 1110nths before their appearance] i arranged chronologically: Battersby in 1970 [7] This guided tour is more 'problem oriented' in the sense of addressing tile issues that are of concern to managers of large scale projects, and hence are, or should be, also of concern to scholars and researchers in the field. Consequently, this tour is 'applied' ill perspective because of that orientation, though we hasten to emphasize that we discuss contributions to theory and methodology everyw here.
Still, our classification stems from the point of view of issues and concerns rather than theoretical results or methodology. We shall confine ourselves, on the whole, to developments that occurred in the years 1987-94 with some foravs into earlier contributions to maintain continuity 0"[ presentation.
What are the issues of interest to managers? They may be grouped under four general headings: (i) Representation and Afodeling for visualization and analysis; (ii) Scheduling activities subject to resource constraints; (iii) Financial issues, either related to project 'compression.' or to cash flows; and (i v) Uncertainty in activity durations as well as in resource availabilities and/or cash flows, and how to cope with it.
This tour shall concentrate all issues (i)-(iii) the proximity of the excellent review by Adlakha & I\ulkarni should fill the needs on issue (iv) with very few exceptions that can be easily secured by the serious reader.
Section 2 discusses the available software for the PC~. Sections :3 and 4 discuss issues of representation: activity-on-node versus activity-on-arc, and presents SOlne subtle concerns that may escape the Ull\vary. Sections 4-7 address the issue of .cornplexi ty~~first from the general concern of mauagemen t that seeks ·mini-mal execution tirne ' in response to its queries. then from the technical point of view of algorithmic procedures. Section S returns to the issue of representation to discuss 'gelleralized precedence relations'. The imp ortant questions related to 1i111-ited resources are discussed in section 9. Finally, section 10 presents three issues grouped under the rubric of 'financial considerations ': the 'biclclillg· problem, the 'net present value' problem, and the 'optimal project compression" problem, The references given at the end of the paper are not comprehensive; we are content ill the main, to cite the latest contributions in a particular area. TIle interested reader may consult the references cited therein.
PC-BASED SOFTWARE PACKAGES
A plethora of "off-the-shelf" project planning and control software packages for PC's are currently available, and the popular magazines as well as scientific jourrials regularly publish reviews of new ell tries and improved versions of older releases; see for example, Edwards et al [20] and Fresko-Weiss [3:3] TIle newcomers to the field of ANs, as well as weathered project rnanagers, are oftentimes bewildered by the extensive variety and the exaggerated claims of the available software. How can one sort out the "good" from the "mediocre" from the "bad", and 110W does one go about deciding which software to acquire, if any?
We are aware of a couple of checklists and guidelines to assist in the decision making process; they are: Project Management Advisory Group, Govern- Unfortunately. to the best of our knowledge, in the USA there is no official governmen tal office or professional society that conducts periodic evaluation of available software. This is left to private consulting agencies." A review of the vast amount of publications on this subject reveal several important and interesting facets, which \ve group under the titles "no menclat ure", "desiderata". and "performance".
Nomenclature
It is a pity indeed that the popular jargon on project planning and control ignores the established scientific terminology that has found its way into textbooks 011 project planning and that is internationally a.ccepted an10ng teachers and researchers in the field, For instance. it is "street language to speak of "arrow diagrams" and~'precedellce diagrams" instead of activity-an-arc (i\oA) and activityon-node (AoN) diagrams. The street language is meaningless since both modes of representation have arrows and both represent precedence! (This is ill contrast to Gantt charts, for instance.) And for another example, the process of smoothing resource requirements by re-scheduling activities within their available floats subject to fixed project duration is known in the scientific literature as resource leveling, naturally enough: its street name is "resource loading" a name that is void of meaning! As a third and final example, the process of re-arranging the schedule of tile acti vi ties to remain within the confinernen ts of limited resources and minimize the project duration is known in the scientific literature as resource-constrained scheduling)' yet it is commonly referred to among shop people as "resource leveling"! This disparity is not only lamentable but also harmful, since it creates a schism between the research/ academic community and the practitioners. TIle schism is easily avoidable. It is the purpose of language to facilitate communication, which is destroyed when the same object or activity is called by different names by different groups. Concerted effort should be directed towards establishing a unified terminology that describes precisely and concisely the various objects and activities in this field, and that is used by all.
Desiderata
Any software for project planning and control 111USt satisfy a set of minimal requirernen ts, which typically relate to the time planning aspects of the project SUCll as the earliest aud Iatest realization times of events, the critical patlifs ), the activity floats, etc. uiorl: actiiniies when certain types of precedence relations are specified. The surprising resul t of this feat ure is that the [rnin uscule) test pro j ect (V\' hen present.ed to different packages) was 'given' a durat ion which varied from 64 to 84 days!" "TIle software may also update the duration of SOl11e activities without having any impact all the total project completion time. ... The computeel start and finish times are correct. The length of the activity bars in the Gantt chart, however, may not be correct... .Sorne packages do not update the activity duration nor the duration of the precedence relations, but give erroneous latest start times. , '" None of the packages tested enable the project planner to perform true time-cost trade-off analysis in order to estimate the effect of different activity resource allocations and the resulting activity direct costs all total project cost." "Although several packages do offer resource pltitinitiq features allowing the planner to obtain reports on the resource usage in specific time intervals, resource profile charts and cumulative resource usage charts, tile 7~eSO~L1~ce monitorinq capabilities are not only very prirnitive but dangerously misleading. ,.. Regrettably, we cannot recoin-mend the use of the packages' su boptimizing resource moni toring procedures to tile project planner, except in those rare situations where the technical know-how and expertise are available to evaluate the precise algorithmic steps as well as their impact on the project schedule."
To sum up, the user be\vare of 'off the shelf' software and their exaggerated claims: apart from cosmetic differences, many fail to respond to some basic needs, and all are incapable of correctly carrying out optimization procedures. 
TIle AoN representation (typically denoted by the letter G) of this (minuscule) project is the most straightforward and "natural" represen t ation, which is shown ill 4AIso variably known, as far as we are aware, as the forbidden graph, the cross-over graph, the Wheatstone's bridge, the Z-graph, and the N-graph.
On the other hand, the AoA representation of the same project, commonly referred to as the graph D is not unique, and is cluttered with dummy activities and dU111ll1y events for three different reasons. They are: (i) to comply with the requirement that each activity is uniquely identified by its terminal nodes (avoid multigraph -ie, a graph with two or 1110re activities between the same t\VO nodes}: (ii) to respect the specified precedence relations; and (iii) to comply with the requirement that the resulting network is two-terminal. Undoubtedly, the AoN represen tation is the 1110re direct the more frugal, and is unique. 1v \ i ll y . then. do analysts find it sometimes preferable to adopt the Ao/\. mode of represen tatiou? From a purely representational point of view the answer is: when it is important to graphically identify the events of the project. This is the case, for instance. when payment is related to the realization of certain events, ill which case the AoA representation is convenient to highlight these key events.
It is also the case when it is desired to visually identify all completed activities at a particular event, or the activities leading to the event's realization. Finally, the AoA 1110de is preferred when it is desired to give a visual representation of the duration of the activities, then the arc length is made proportional to the duration of the activity. From an analytical point of view, the AoA 1110cle is preferred when there are more complex relations alnong the activities of the project, such as in the presence of qeneralized precedence relations (see §8). Or when it is desired to represent the activity "floats" (see §4). Or when vee wish to construct mathematical models that depend 011 the definition of nodes, such as the linear program models for the optimal time-cost trade-off (see §lO.3.1), or any of the various models for the determination of the probability distribution functions of the time of realization of events. Or when we wish to determine the "complexity index" of the project network (see §6).
To satisfy one or more of the desiderata in the construction of the AoA representation the process may be carried out with different objectives in mind. We enumerate five of them: It is known that it is impossible to minimize both the number of nodes and the number of dummy activities. Consequently, Objective 1 is infeasible. Furtherrnore. it ha.s been recently established that the rninirnizat.ion of the number of dummy activities, whether or not subject to the minimum number of nodes. is Nf'<Complete, implying that the task becomes onerous, then impossible, as the size of the network gro\vs. The proof that the "dummy-arc" and the "constrained dummy-arc" problems are NP-Ha.rd can be found in Krishnamoor thy lv' Deo [45] .
That , however, did not detain researchers in the field from attacking various aspects of the problem. Objective:2 has been addressed and it is possible to construct all AoA representation with the minimum number of nodes. This can be achieved in polynomial time: see Cantor & Dimsdale [12] and Sterboul lW ertheimer [61J. See also Syslo~G4] for a good review of the minimal dummy arc problem as of that date, and for the demonstration, through a simple counterexample, that one cannot simultaneously minimize both the number of dummy arcs and the number of nodes.
Then, realizing that one is usually interested in constructing a network with a minimal number of nodes anyway, we skip over objective :3 and assert that it is possible to satisfy objective 4: , oi:., the construction of the AoA representation of a project that has the 111illil11111l1 number of nodes and also minimizes the number of dummy arcs over this set of nodes, but at a price! This is because the problem is translated into a 111inill1UITI set-cover' problem, which is known to be NP-Complete. But it is a set-cover problem over a much smaller set than would originally be envisioned, arid solution may still be achieved optimally for medium size problems (of a few hundred activities), and approximately for large size problerns. TIle constrained minimization of the number of arcs has been recently solved by Michael, Kamburowski & St allmann [49] . A discussion of the need for in-dummy and out-dummy nodes may be found in the paper by Elmaghraby & Karnburowski [26] TIle following remarks are pertinent to the construction of the AoA representation.
• TIle construction 111ay lead to a multigraph i ie, t\VO • At tile outset, the numbering of the nodes is arbitrary. After the~A.oA graph is complete, one may need to re-number the nodes to adhere to topological ordering (if, an arc always leads from a 5111a11 number to a larger one).
• While the 1110ve111ent from the AoN to the .A.Of\ is difficult and raises a nU111-ber of issues relative to events (nodes) and the precedence among activities, the reverse movement from AoA to AoN is straightforward. As always, the resul ting graph is unique except for isomorphism.
In-Dummy and Out-Dummy nodes
Two interesting phenomena appear in the solutions of the dummy-arc problem of a project, namely, the appearance of nodes whose input arcs or their output arcs are all dummies, and the absence of nodes whose input arcs aiul output arcs are all dummies! It is easy to explain the lat ter phenomenon since the search for the minimal dummy arcs necessarily precludes the presence of nodes whose input arcs and output arcs are all dummies. It can be easily demonstrated that such nodes can be deleted wi th no loss in the -< relations but with a possible gain in the number of dummies.
As to the former phenomenon, let us call the nodes whose input arcs are all dummies by in-dummy nodes, and call the nodes whose output arcs are all dummies by out-dummy nodes. It is well known (see §4 below) that the presence of these nodes call play havoc wit h three out of the four activity floats in the AoA representation of the project and, as a consequence, lead to erroneous scheduling and resource allocation decisions that are based on these floats. Therefore their presence should be avoided. Can they be eliminated altogether'? The answer is no, in general: under certain conditions the AoA net Ill11St contain in-dummy or out-dummy nodes ill order to maintain the integrity of the specified precedence relations.
ON THE DEPENDENCE OF ACTIVITY FLOATS ON PROJECT REPRESENTATION
A project is defined by a set of "real' activities . TIle temporal analysis of the AN'ls resulted in the definition of several pararneters, not the least imp ortan t among w hich are the earliest and fat est start and finish times o] an activity, which gavp rise-to the concept of activity jioats. There are four such floats, namely (\vith reference to activity v, with ,4 (v) denoting the activities irnmed ia.tely after vand B(v) denoting the activities immediately before v),
These floats play an irnp ortant role in t\VO issues of central concern to managers: resource allocation and activity scheduling, since floats give a measure of the flexibility in scheduling the activities during the project execution without delaying the project completion t irne. Since the problems of optimal resource allocation and activity scheduling subject to the known precedence constraints are NP-Hard, practical solutions are achieved through the use of heuristics. Most imp ortantly, almost all the known heuristics used in practice rely on ranking the activities according to their float anyone of the four. Therefore, the correct evaluation of the activity floats plays an important role in achieving "good" results in these t\VO areas of endeavor.
TIle activity floats defined on the AoN mo de of representation have intuitive interpretations. Relative to an acti vity, the TF is its 111axin1U111 permissible delay without delaying the project clurat iou. The FF is the maximum permissible delay when all its succeeding activities start as early as possible and all its preceding activities finish as early a.s possible. The SF is the maximum permissible delay \vhen all its preceding acti vi ties finish as late as possib le and all its succeeding activities finish as late as possible. If the interference float is positive. then it describes the 111axil11Ul11 permissible delay when all its succeeding activities start as early as possible and all its preceding acti vities finish as late as possible. In case it is negative, the IF is the minimum required shortening of the duration of the acti vi ty to allow all its succeedi ng acti vities to finish as early as possi bIe and all its preceding activities to finish as late as possible.
Tile AoN representation of a project is unique, and it is easy to demonstrate that the earliest and latest start and finish times of the activities are uniquely defined and so are the activity floats, since all of them are ba.sed solely' on the TIle answer is no, in general. It seems that in order to give a faithful representation of the precedence relations R of the project, the terminal nodes of some activities must be out-dummy, and the start nodes of sorne other activities must be indummy. Only when the AoN graph is series-parallel that one can construct all AoA representation that is totally free of dummies. (For a definition of seriesparallel digraphs and procedures for their recognition, see Valdes, Tarjan & Lawler [65] . )
If one cannot eliminate in-dummy and out-dummy nodes, can one correct for their presence? Fortunately, the a.nswer to this question is yes: ti(E) for outdummy nodes and tj (L) for in-dummy nodes must be re-definecl to correspond to invariant activity set properties rather than as defined by the standard CPM model, where they are subject to the vagaries of the chosen structure of the /\oA representation: see the paper by Elmaghraby & Karnburowski [26] , which elaborates ill full on the theoretical considerations underlying the correction. has been observed that achieving an analytical solution demands that one must first achieve the desired result co ndiiioiuil upon certain activities then remove the conditioning through ei ther en umer a.tion (in t he case of resource allocation) or through multiple integration (in t he case of the estimation of the pdf). To 111i11i-mize the computing effort one must minimize the number of activities on which SUCll conditioning takes place. In each instance of anyone of these four problems it was noted that the resolu tio n of the problem is theoretically 'straightforward'
ON NETWORK COMPLEXITY AND ITS MEASURE-MENT
(tIl0l1g11 it may be computationally demanding) if the dag were series-parallel, and that departure from such structure changes the problem from polynornially TIle answer lies in determining the~~coniplexitij index ((;1) of the dag. The CI clefines the minimum number of activities to fix; their uleniiisj is deduced from tile complexity graph C(D), which is constructed in the process of such determination.
TIle key to understanding the procedure is the realization that it is the presence of the interdictive graph (IG) that is at the root of the problem. A project's dag is irreducible through a sequence of series-parallel reductions to the "trivial graph" of one arc (1, n) because of the presence of at least one IG. t Thus, we are after the detection of the presence of the embedded 1(;'s in the project's dag and the determination of the minimal set of arcs whose fixing would "neutralize" the presence of these IG's. The complexity graph C(D) identifies these IG's. The The following describes the procedure for achieving this objective. But first we make the following t\VO observations:
Observat ion 1. Fixing an arc which is the unique arc into a node (out of a node) is equivalent to reducing (ie, eliminating, deleting) the node in the dag and replacing the linkage at the node with all arc that joins the preceding (succeeding) node with the succeeding (preceding) nodes directly; see Fig.4 . (c) R.ecl uci ng node 8.
Consider a node of in-degree (out-degree) 1. Once the arc going into (out of) the node is fixed, it may be "merged" with the arcs going out of (into) the node with no loss of information 8. and the node disappears. Therefore one may speak of arc ji.ring and node reduction interchangeably.
Observation 2. Minimal node reduction is concerned only with nodes of either in-degree 1 or out-degree 1 in the dag.
Reducing a node of in-and out-degrees> 1 must involve the fixing of at least two arcs, which cannot be minimal, Note that, because of tile topological numbering of nodes, in any 1, n-dag that is the AoA representation of a project we are always assured of at least two nodes satisfying the condition; in particular, node 2 which is of in-degree 1. and node n-l which is of outdegree 1. Reducing a node of in-or alit-degree l may lead to other nodes becoming of in-or out-degree 1~which are then eligible for reduction; etc.
BThe process of "merging" the fixed activity with other activities depends on the objective of analysis. In the estimation of the pdf of the project duration, a constant is added to each other activity incident on the node. In the case of optimal resource allocation, the amount of resource allocated to the fixed activity is deducted from the total available resource, and the duration of the fixed activity is set at the value corresponding to that allocation. (ii) construct the complexity graph C(D) of the l)n-dag; and finally, (iii) determine tile "minimum node cover" of C(D) which identifies the (lnininlal) activities to "fix". This is the CI of the dag.
This coustruction has two interesting and imp ort ant properties: first, the set of activities to be fixed is not. uu.iqu«; a. consequence of the process by which these activities are determined: aud , second. these activities 111ay be compound activities, in the sense of being a. Sl1 bgra.p h of the origi nal act i vi ties of the project, some of which 111ay have been already "fixed": a consequence of the fact that reducing a node may cause other nodes to become of in-or out-degree 1. Section 6 has argued for the need to identify the minimal number of arcs to fix (or equivalently, the minimal number of nodes to reduce) in order to achieve the ultimate economy in the computa.tional effort required to resolve many problems in ANs (as well as other areas of operations research and computer science). III response to this need, a new measure was established, iiiz., the complexity index CI as the measure of that effort. In S0l11e sense, the CI measures the deviation , of the network from the series-pa.ra.llel structure. It has been remarked then (see footnote 6) that the determination of the Cl of the AoN representation of a project
is still an open problem. The implications of this remark are significant, since it means that we must always represent the project in the AoA 1110cle, which is not unique -the same project may have several AoA representations that differ in the number of nodes and number of arcs! Section 3 discussed four realizable criteria which may be adopted in the translation from the Ao N representation to the AoA representation, the last one of which was the "minimization of the resulting network complexity". However, discussion of that criterion had to be delayed until we have laid the groundwork and the necessary "machinery required for its understa.nding. This we have just accomplished, and it is time to add ress it.
We remark that the AoA representa.tion wit h the tniiiinuil complexity index may be different from the representation with the minimal iiurnber of arcs conditiotial upon the minimal iiurnber of nodes. If oue is interested in using the Ao"A representation in any of the operations research or computer science applications mentioned above, one is then interested in minimizing the CI of the resulting network. Can this be achieved? The answer is yes; and it turns out that a simplified version of the construction described in §6 serves this end quite well.
TIle procedure is explained in the report of Elmaghraby et al [:30] . Tile proof that the minimal complexity can be t hus secured is clue to Michael [48] .
GENERALIZED PRECEDENCE RELATIONS (GPRs): REPRESENTATION AND TEMPORAL ANALYSIS
The (Il0W classical) CPM approach introduced t\VO basic concepts, among several, into the methodology for the planning and control of large scale projects. The first is the concept of precedence which reflects the partial ordering that exists among the activities of the project, due to technical or other reasons. The second is the concept of time-cost irade-oj] between the duration of an activity and its cost.
Implicit ill SUCll a. trade-off is the assumption that all a.ctivity may be shortened from its "normal" (and typically most economical) duration, at a price.
TIle precedence relation snggested by the CPl\11110de1 9 between t\VO activities, say h -< k, 111ay be characterized as strict precedence because it implies that activity h must be completed before activity k can be i·nitiated. Slight reflection reveals that precedence relations among activities need not be confined to the straitjacket of SUCll strict precedence since other relations can, and do in fact, exist between activities. We shall refer to these latter as qeneralized precedence relations (GPRs). We assume that every activity is indivisible. and hence must be treated ill its entirety as one entity with its "starf"-and~~fini8h"-tin1es. It is then natural 9We use "CPM model" as shorthand for the network representation in the CPM and PERT models.
to conceive of four possible relations that constrain the start-and finish-times of two activities by specified "lead/lags" as follows: the start-to-start (88), the finish-to-finish (FF)~the start-to-finish (SF)~and the finish-to-start (FS) relations.
GPRs afford us the flexibility of modeling relations that are present alnong activities ill many practical situations. These relations cannot be accommo clated ill the stanclard CPM 1110del. But the increased flexibility is gained at a price: greater care must be taken in the analysis of the resulting model lest one be led to erroneous conclusions. Additionally, the concept of criticality of an activity takes on a new meaning, since now an activity need not be on the CP to be declared "critical"; it suffices that either of its defining nodes be on the CP! Furthermore, the concept of activity [ioat takes on a new meaning. necessitating the definition of a new concept of fiexib£lity~since activities 111ay be "compressed" or "expanded" from their "normal" durations. All this lead, in t uru , to additional issues in cost minimization. which are discussed in §10.:3.:2 below.
The introduction of C;PRs adds several elements of complexity to the modeliiiq as well as the analysis of deterministic~-\~s that are absent under strict precedence, mainly due to the presence of cucles, which were prohibited in classical CPTvI analysis. First. there is need for a new and consistent notation. Second, GPPLS introduce new elements from a conceptual modeling points of view. Third, it presents new issues of temporal analysis and feasibility, and of the conversion of GPRs into more familiar relations if such conversion is desired.
vVe recognize that sorne managers 111(\.Y not be receptive to ePRs that include the SS, FF~SF, SF and SE relations because of their unfamiliar n at ure.!" The question that arises may be phrased as follows: can these relations be "converted" into the more familiar FS-relations? The answer is yes in the case of fixed activity durations, see Fig.5 for illustration. It should be stressed here that the above conversion to the FS-relation does not eliminate the existence of cycles or negative lengths of arcs representing the GPRs, lOActually, the complete representation of GPRs requires the defini~ion of~new set of precedence relations, denoted by SE (for early start) and BF (for before finish) which are now necessitated by the need to represent availability and compleiioti restrictions.
whenever SUCll cycles and lengths exist in the original network. Moreover, the resultant network may possess arcs ill parallel; ie, the network may be a multidigraph.
Anomalies
Classical CP~1 is free of anomalies: results conform to expectations. Such is no longer tile case under GPRs. There are two manifestations of such anomalies.
Tile first occurs when prolonging (shortening) an activity results in the reduction (i1~crease) in project completion! This anomaly is a characteristic of the GPRs, not of their representation. To bring this point horne, consider the following example: there are three-tasks, a, b, c which can be accomplished by different processors in parallel, but they ITIUSt respect the C; P Rs as specified:
Task Durat io n TIle second anomaly occurs when tliniiuistiitu; the duration of an activity results in infeasibility of the AN! We see a. manifestation of this anomaly in the network example of Fig.7 , where the fea.sibility of the network shall be destroyed by shortening the duration of non-critical activity 1 (cycle 1,5,6,2,1 shall have positive length in both instances, indicating that event i, i == 1,2,5,6, must be realized before it is realized!). Note that both activities are backward-inflexible. In fact, any manipulation of the activity durations is meaningful only in the context of cost minimization, w hich is treated in §10.:3.2. [56] .
An approach towards expanding the strict precedence of the CPMjPERT ITIodels is present in the~lCPM Procedure" of SASjOR [S7] under the title "Nonstandard Precedence Relations". The SAS development permits only lower bounds on the specified lags. (GPRs permit lower and upper bounds.) In the SAS approach the four rela.tions are han dlecl by introducing dummy activities of specified durations, SOine of which may be negative. Though activity nets with ePRs have been traditionally associated with projects, it should be remarked that the resulti ng model has generality well beyond project work. For instance, such networks constitute an excellent representation of scheduling problems associated with automatic guided vehicles (AGVs); in the representation of materials handling activities; and in the representation of concurrence and parallelism ill the design and analysis of C0I11pU ter systems; see the technical report of Elmaghraby & Karnburowski [27] . Consideration of limited resources plays havoc with SOl11e of the very basic concepts that have become household t.errus in project planning and control. For instance, the concept of critical path as a rha i n of activities whose durations control the total duration of the project is no longer valid! The same is true for the concepts of event slacks and actio,:!y [lo at« (all four of them). For examples of the inapplicability of these concepts under considerations of limited resources, see Elmaghraby [21] pages 145-149.
PROJECT PLANNING UNDER CONSTRAINED RE-SOURCES
The analysis and optimization of projects under constrained resources is "difficult" in a purely technical sense as well as in a managerial sense.
It is universally recognized that the scheduling of activities and the timing of resource acqusition and allocation are among the 1110St important functions of management. Technically speaking, the scheduling of activities related by arbitrary precedence relations subject to resource availabilities is an NP-hard problem [11] . TIllS means that the prospect of finding an a.lgorithnl that resolves the problem optimally (under any cri terion) and funs i11 "reasonable" time is almost nil as the size of tile project gets large. TIllS explains (and, in the minds of operations researchers, justifies) the use of compu-search approaches (ie, heuristics which depend crucially on the availability of the computer, such as Neural Nets, Genetic Algorit.hms, Tabu Search, Simulated Annealing) and. implicit enumeration methods (brailcil-alld-bound approaches), among others.
From management point of view, the problem in its real life manifestations is difficult to state precisely for quantitative analysis, and even if it were stated completely and correctly it is difficult to model mathematically, let alone to solve.
For a more detailed explanation of the nature of the difficulties alluded to here , see Eimagllraby [21] , pages 149-155.
TIle criterion most widely discussed in the literature is the minimization of the project duration. Hovvever, \ve would be remiss not to men tion the recent paper by Deckro et al (1991) [16] in which an attempt is made to use the 'decomp osition principle' of linear programming in the resolution of optimization problems with a 1110re general criterion. such as the minimization of a cost function that is defined all the completion times of the activities. The authors report encouraging computa.tional experience 011 5111011 problems of a. rather specialized sturcture. [40] , Schrage (1970) [17] , and Demeulemeester l~Herroelen (1992) [18] . In the latter paper the authors present an alternative scheme to the one offered by Talbot i cannot be scheduled together wit h any other unscheduled activity at any time m'~tti without violating the precedence or resource constraints, then an optimal continuation of PS',n will contain activity / starting at time ni. A similar statemen t call be made relative to l1UO activities which may be scheduled concurrently st ar ting at In} occupy the same length of time, and cannot be run concurrently with any other activity in Urn. Extesion to 11101'e than t\VO activities is immediate but computationally unwieldy.
If it is not possible to schedule all eligible activities at tirne In because of resource limitations, a new set of branches in the BaB search tree is initiated. Here the procedure defines a delaying set D(p) which consists of all subsets of activities D q either "in progress" 11 or eligible. the delay of which would resolve the current resource conflict at node p of the BaB search tree. Naturally we are interested in minimal delaying alternatives, ie, alternatives which do not contain other delaying alternatives as subsets. It 11111st be remarked here that it is oftentimes the case that one cannot enumerate all the delaying sets because of the enormity of their number -one must decide beforehand on the maximum number allowed. This may impact the optimality of the final schedule achieved at the termination of the search procedure. III tIle procedure, extra precedence relations among activities lIThe words "in progress" are placed in quotation marks to highligh t the fact that all schedules are in fact tentative and all start and completion times are ieniporaru. with the smallest lower bound: ties are broken randomly.
Two dominance rules are used to prune the BaB search tree. TIle first is based on the so-called left-shif't dominance rule, and the second is based 011 the concept of a cutset, denoted by en!, and defined as the set of all unscheduled activities for which all predecessor activities belong to the partial schedule P5',n; ie,
TIle left-shift dominance rule applies whenever an activity can be advanced to all earlier time than its start time ill the current (temporary) scheclule. This happens when the activity in question was previously delayed but now is eligible (at time m) because one (or more) of the activities that caused it to be delayed (clue to resource conflict ) has itself been delayed.
TIle cutset dominance rule is implemented as follows, Consicler a cutset em at time m which contains the same activities as a cutset C; that was previously saved during the search of another path in the BaB search tree. [60] , who addressed a problem of biclcling that is related not to ANs but to the so-called 'unbalanced' contract tendering; Badger [6] , who discussed a metho d of cross referencing estimate accounts to network activities to provide compatibility between the t\VO accounting control documents;
and Farid & Boyer [31] , who indicate that the bid that results should be the total cost of the project multiplied by a 'fair and reasonable lllarkup' (FaRNI) of the project cost. See also the next discussion of thp 'net present value' problem for references to prior contributions that bear on the bidding issue.
When faced with preparing a hid to submit to the owner of a project, the contractor 111USt analyze the project specifications. Included in this analysis is the formulation of a project network, a.nd t lredeterrnination of the resources (and C011-sequen tly the costs of acquiring and utilizing these resources) that are required to complete it. Typically, the COIl tractor requires an initial payment from the owner before the work on the project begins. The contractor will a.lso define various key events (1(Es) in the project at which s/he will demand partial payments for work that has been completed. The last event, indica.ting project completion, is always a I(E. TIle issue then resolves itself into the following consideration. There are two streams of cash flow inherent ill any project. they are, which is the subject of discussion of section 10.:2 below. Unfortunately, when one deals with PERT type ANs the rea.lizat ion time of a. I\:E as well as the costs of the activities leacling to its realization can be determined only in a probabilistic sense. At the time of bidding the manager of the project must make a decision on the amount of risk s/he wishes to take when setting a deliueru date and specifying a desired value of the I(E. These, and related, issues are discussed ill a paper by Elmaghraby [22] . the timing and magnitude of costs are known, the issue is to determine the optimal payment schedule to maximize the npv of the project (from the contractor's point of view). An ILP model is presented which is rather difficult to solve due to the large number of binary decision variables involved. It is supplemented by a host of heuristics to accommodate large scale projects. A contribution by Sepil & Kazaz [60] treats the N'P V problem under the assumption that costs are incurred at the termination of the activity but income payments are realized at regular intervals of time. This would be the case, for example, of a 'general contractor' \VI10 is paid by the owner at the end of each 1110nth for work accomplished during the 11101ltll, but the activities are farmed out to subcontractors who are paid by the general contractor when the activity (for which each subcontractor is responsible) is completed. Sepil <..~Kazaz introduce the concept of activity profit CU1~ve which relates the net present value of the activity to its time of completion. They approximate the nonlinear curve with piecewise linear segments, and present an ILP for the miximization of the project npv. Despite the great economy in the number of integer variables achieved by the introduction of the activity profit curves the model is still too demanding ill computing time. Further development of this concept may lead to practical resul ts. .A. perennial problem faced by managers of large scale projects is how to shorten the duration of a project most economically. We call this the 'optimal project compression problem'. It is commonly recognized that most activities encountered in real life projects call be accomplished in shorter or longer time by increasing or decreasing the resources available to them. Naturally, acceleration of operations entails aclditional costs. Such action would be rational only if these additional costs are 1110re than offset by the anticipated rewards from the completion of the project at all earlier elate. Conversely, a more leisurely pace implies reduced costs of the activities, but probably a higher penalty for late termination. Consequently, it is meaningful to inquire into the utility of SUCll trade-off between duration and cost, and most studies in this area give form to such inquiry.
It is assumed that the complex interaction between the required resources and duration of the activity can be summarized in a single functional relationship between cost and duration. In other words, it is assumed that cost reflects the aggregate utilization of the requisite resources in the most efficient manner to complete the activity ill the specified time. The determination of this optimal combination of the resources at various activity durations is not the subject of discussion -it is assumed known, as is its cost. Herein lies what may be the 1110st crucial assumption of all OR technology that is applied to this problem. From a managerial point of view, this assumption may be "reasonable' or 'unreasonable' depending on the activity and on management.'s past experience. The saving grace ill what 111ay seem at first blush as demanding too much from the practitioner is that the precise determination of parameters is not needed only approximation to relative magnitudes and functional relations.
Management is interested ill several issues, which are not unrelated, arnong which we enumerate three:
1. How much time should be allouied each activity to complete the project at a cert ain target elate with minimum cost'? When tile cost relations of the activities are linear and there are rewards for the early realization of certain KE (the rewards may be negative, indicating penalties for late realization ) -also assumed linear in the difference between a target date and tile actual time of realization tile issues cited above were treated by Elmaghraby & Pulat [24] . To tile best of our knowledge, none of the approaches that have been proposed in the literature for the resolution of tile problem of optimal project compression has been implemented in any of the commercially available software. This reflects a gap between theory and practice, which should be eliminated.
PROJECT COMPRESSION UNDER GPR's
GPR's were introcluced in §8. Recall that \ve assumed the duration of activity a, denoted by Va, to be bound from above and below as follows: 0 < e a :S Ya ::s 'U a < 00. vVe now assume that vee are also given a time-cost function 9a(Ya) that is piecewise linear and convex over the interval [en, ll a ] . Note that \ve do not assume 9a to be nonincreasing, as is commonly clone in standard CPM analysis. In fact, we shall assume that it is piecewise linear ancl decreasing to a point (the so-called normal activity duration), after which it is increasing; see In addition to the three problems mentioned in §lO.;3.1, three other problems immediately COIne to mind. (i) Suppose there is imposed a due date by which time the project should be completed; what are the optimal durations of the activities that satisfy this requirement at minimum total project cost arid simultaneously respect the GPRs? (ii) Determine, in an efficient manner, the complete optimal project duration-cost function ill the interval of its possible durations: (iii) Suppose that the due date is to be interpreted as a tarqei date with rewards for early, and penalties for late completion of the project; what are the optimal activity durations?
TIle first two problems have their counterparts in standard CPM analysis cited above. However, their analysis under GPRs is more complex, For one, while the limits of the duration of the project are easily derived in the case of standard CPM, it is llot immediately obvious what these limits are under GPRs, mainly due to considerations of infeasibility. And for another, in standard CPM a prolongation (reduction) in the duration of an activity could only lead to a delayed (advanced) completion of the project, or, at best, leaving it unchanged. Under GPRs this need not be true; see "Anomalies" ill our discussion of represen tation of GPRs ( §8.1). Consequently, the individual activity time-cost function must now allow for the prolotiqaiion of the activity, in addition to its reduction, an element that was absent ill standard CPM analysis.
As illustration of the difficulty in the analysis introduced by the introduction of GPRs, we address the problem of determining the optimal project durationcost function ¢-(A) where ,,\ is ill the interval [~,~], \v here~denotes the minimum project duration. and~denotes the least-cost project cluration. As to be expected the project duration-cost function is decreasing, piecewise-linear arid convex in this interval. TIle iden tificat ion of the whole project duration-cost function also permits us to solve the problem of finding the project schedule with the minimal duration when its total cost cannot exceed a given value.
III standard CP M the iden tification of the project cost curve starts from the point corresponding to tile upper bound /\, which is easily determined by simply assuming that all activities are realized at their "normal": ie, least cost, durations. Then we construct the optimal project cost curve for successively shorter durations until the project durat ion cannot be diminished any further. Such an approach, however, 111ay fail in ANs with ePRs because the network with the "normal" (ie, least cost) activity durations may be inconsistent with the prescribed prececlence relations, (hence there is no feasible schedule!). It is then apparent that the problem of finding a starting point on the optimal project duration-cost function becomes crucial ill identifying this curve. For this reason Elmaghraby (rsz, Kamburowski [28] proposed another approach, whose general scheme is as follows:
Step 1. Use the modified Bellman algorithm [9] to find the earliest project schedule arid the minimum project duration~.
Step 2. Use Orlins algorithm [5:3] to find the cheapest project schedule for /\ ==~.
Step :3. Starting from the point 011 the project cost curve found in Step :2 proceed, iteratively, to determine the optimal cost function for increasing project durations un til no further decrease in the project cost is observed.
TIle algorithm presented ill outline form above, and the complete resolution of the three problems stated at the outset, may be found ill the paper of Elmaghraby & Kamburowski [28] . (c) Convex <p : low initial cost of reduction from the normal duration ua Figure 10 
